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Abstract. We show that curvature induced particle production at reheating generates adi-
abatic dark matter if there are non-minimally coupled spectator scalars weakly coupled to
visible matter. The observed dark matter abundance implies an upper bound on spectator
masses m and non-minimal coupling values ξ. For example, assuming quadratic inflation,
instant reheating and a single spectator scalar with only gravitational couplings, the observed
dark matter abundance is obtained for m ∼ 0.1 GeV and ξ ∼ 1. Larger mass and coupling
values of the spectator are excluded as they would lead to overproduction of dark matter.
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1 Introduction
Cosmological observations are consistent with inflation driven by a single scalar field [1, 2].
Extensions of the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics however generically contain several
scalars. This suggests that there could be many dynamically irrelevant spectator scalars
present during inflation. The Higgs field observed at the LHC is an example of such a
spectator unless its high energy potential would significantly deviate from the SM prediction
[3]. While the spectators have no impacts on inflationary dynamics, they may have significant
observational ramifications ranging from dark matter to primordial perturbations [4–15].
For an interacting scalar field, a non-minimal coupling to spacetime curvature ξRφ2 is
always generated by the renormalization group flow in curved space. While the coupling
is irrelevant in the weak gravitational fields of the current universe, it can play a crucial
role at the very high energies of the early universe and especially during inflation. It has
been proposed that the SM Higgs could act as the inflaton provided its curvature coupling
is very large ξ ≫ 1 [16]. The stability of the SM vacuum in the early universe also crucially
depends on the non-minimal coupling [3, 17–28]. For the measured Higgs and top quark
masses the SM vacuum is only metastable but with a lifetime significantly longer than the
age of the universe [29, 30]. However, the Higgs fluctuations generated during inflation could
easily have triggered a transition to the true vacuum. The fact that this did not happen
requires either ξ & 0.1 [25], a low inflationary scale H . 1011 GeV or new physics beyond
the Standard Model. In [27] it was further shown that the production of Higgs particles
at reheating through the curvature induced time-dependent mass may also destabilise the
vacuum for ξ & 1.
In this work we show that non-minimally coupled spectator scalars with weak couplings
to visible matter constitute a generic dark matter component. During reheating the inflaton
oscillations cause the curvature scalar R to oscillate between positive and negative values.
Negative values of R generate tachyonic mass terms m2eff ∼ ξR for the non-minimally coupled
scalars which leads to explosive particle production. The mechanism is generic for ξ & 1
when the curvature term gives a large contribution to effective masses of the spectator fields.
Dynamics of the instability is similar to the tachyonic preheating scenario [31–33]. A similar
effect was also recently discussed in the context of SM vacuum stability [27].
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If the spectators are weakly coupled to visible matter, the particles generated at reheat-
ing will not decay and therefore form a dark matter component. If there were no isocurva-
ture perturbations, each Hubble patch undergoes exactly the same reheating dynamics with
shifted time coordinates. The amount of spectator particles is the same in each patch and the
dark matter generated through the curvature coupling is therefore adiabatic. In this sense the
setup bears some similarity to the freeze-in scenario [34] which also leads to adiabatic dark
matter although the dark matter particles were never thermalised with the visible matter.
In this work we focus on the simplest case with a single spectator scalar with the non-
minimal coupling ξRχ2 and no non-gravitational interactions. We consider the parameter
regime ξ & 1 , where χ is effectively massive during inflation and will not form a primordial
condensate [12, 14, 15, 35]. In this simple setup we show that the tachyonic production of χ
particles could easily account for the observed dark matter abundance ΩDMh
2 ≃ 0.12. For
example, for quadratic inflation and instant reheating, the correct dark matter abundance
is obtained for singlet mass m ∼ 10 GeV provided that ξ ∼ 1. Larger masses are excluded
as they would lead to overproduction of dark matter. For larger values of ξ the mass bound
gets even tighter. The quantitative constraints are alleviated if the inflationary scale is lower
or the reheating is not instantaneous but qualitatively the picture remains the same.
Our analysis is based on the approximation where the matter fields are quantized and
the metric is viewed as classical. This is expected to be a valid approximation for energeti-
cally subdominant spectator fields when spacetime dynamics are dominated by the inflaton
decoupled from spectators. This means that our calculation can be approached in the frame-
work of quantum field theory on a curved background [36] (for a recent application, see [37]).
In contrast to other recent studies dealing with a non-minimally coupled theory [38, 39], our
calculation is done in the Jordan frame, in which our analysis is simpler as there the model
can be solved non-perturbatively without any issues related to renormalization. Related work
on inflation and reheating with non-minimally coupled scalar fields can be found in [40–43],
and in particular the generation of isocurvature via non-minimal couplings is discussed in
[42].
Our sign choices are (+,+,+) in the classification of [44].
2 The setup
To present the idea, we concentrate on the simplest possible case. We consider a non-
minimally coupled scalar singlet χ with no non-gravitational interactions
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
−1
2
∇µχ∇µχ− 1
2
m2χ2 − ξ
2
χ2R
)
. (2.1)
Inclusion of self-interactions for χ would not affect our general conclusions. However, the
assumption of very weak couplings to visible matter is crucial for the generated singlet parti-
cles to survive as stable dark matter. For example, a coupling to SM Higgs λχhχ
2h2 allowed
by symmetries must be in the range λχh < 10
−7 so that the χ particles can never thermalise
with the SM fields, see e.g. [34]. Throughout the paper we assume χ is an energetically
subdominant spectator field ρχ ≪ 3H2M2pl.
During inflation the curvature scalar is given by R = 12H2, where H = a˙/a is the
Hubble rate. We concentrate on the parameter regime ξ & 1, where the field χ is effectively
massive during inflation m2eff = m
2 + 12ξH2 & H2 and does not get displaced from the
vacuum.
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We assume the inflationary dynamics can be parameterised by a single scalar field φ,
the inflaton. The curvature perturbation ζ is then completely determined by the inflaton
fluctuations and is conserved on superhorizon scales. After the end of inflation the inflaton
starts to oscillate and eventually decays into relativistic degrees of freedom heating up the
universe. We assume that the inflaton potential during reheating can be modelled by the
quadratic form
V (φ) =
1
2
m2φφ
2 , φ < φosc . (2.2)
Here φosc denotes the field value at the peak of the first inflaton oscillation which we hereafter
refer to as the onset of oscillations. We further assume that the inflaton energy density
dominates the universe such that the Hubble rate at the onset of oscillations reads
Hosc =
mφφosc
Mpl
√
6
. (2.3)
Note that apart from eq. (2.2) we do not specify the form of the inflaton potential.
In particular, the potential may differ from the quadratic form in the inflationary regime
φ > φosc. Consequently, in deriving our general results, we treat the mass scale mφ and
the amplitude φosc in Eq. (2.2) as free parameters. Their relation to the measured CMB
perturbations is determined only after the complete inflaton potential is specified.
After the onset of inflaton oscillations the curvature scalar, given by the trace of Einstein
equation GµνM
2
pl = Tµν , reads
R =M−2pl
(
4V (φ)− φ˙2
)
. (2.4)
Therefore, R becomes an oscillatory function which changes sign each time the inflaton
field enters the regime φ˙2 > 4V (φ). The average energy density of the oscillating infla-
ton corresponds to non-relativistic matter and consequently the average value of R is given
by 〈R〉 = 3H2 ∝ a−3. As the inflaton eventually decays, the universe becomes radiation
dominated and the scalar curvature vanishes R = 0 at the classical level.
3 Curvature induced particle production at reheating
The oscillatory curvature scalar induces a time-dependent mass term m2eff = m
2+ ξR for the
singlet χ. We assume its bare mass m is small compared to the curvature induced part at
the beginning of oscillations m2 ≪ ξH2osc. The square of the effective mass m2eff ≃ ξR then
becomes negative around zero crossings of the oscillating inflaton when R is negative. This
leads to tachyonic generation of χ particles [31].
The equation of motion for χ can be written in terms of the rescaled field χ˜ = χ/a, and
conformal time ds2 = a2(−dη2 + dx2) in Fourier space as
χ˜′′k +
[
k2 + a2m2 + a2
(
ξ − 1
6
)
R
]
χ˜k = 0 . (3.1)
For m2 ≪ ξH2osc, the effective mass goes negative for φ˙2 > 4V (φ) according to eq. (2.4). In
this regime there are tachyonic modes for which
ω2k = k
2 + a2m2 + a2
(
ξ − 1
6
)
R < 0 . (3.2)
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These modes are exponentially amplified χk ∝ e|ωk|η which may result in very efficient
particle production, even after a single inflaton oscillation [27]. This is very similar to pre-
heating from the tachyonic instability analysed in detail in [33]. The instability may last over
several inflaton oscillations but since 〈R〉 ∝ a−3 the total yield of χ particles is dominated
by the first few oscillation cycles. Here we use a conservative estimate for the number of χ
particles and account only for their generation over the first inflaton oscillation. Including
particle production from later times could only tighten the bounds we find below.
The solution for the oscillating inflaton field reads φ(t) ≃ Φ(t)cos(mt) where Φ ∝ a−3/2
is a slowly varying amplitude. Following [27, 33], we approximate the inflaton amplitude by
a constant over the first oscillation and set Φ = φosc. Eq. (3.1) for the χ field can then be
recast in the form of a Mathieu equation [33]
d2(a3/2χ
k
)
dz2
+
[
Ak − 2q cos(2z)
]
a3/2χk = 0, z = mφt , (3.3)
Ak =
k2
a2m2φ
+ ξ
φ2osc
2M2pl
, q =
3φ2osc
4M2pl
(
1
4
− ξ
)
.
Here we have neglected the bare χ mass which we assumed to be small m2 ≪ ξH2osc. The
condition for a mode to become tachyonically amplified, eq. (3.2), when expressed in the
Mathieu form then reads
−Ak + 2q cos(2z) ≡ Ω2k > 0 . (3.4)
As shown in [33], the occupation number nk of tachyonically excited modes after the first
inflaton oscillation is given by
nk = e
2Xk , Xk =
∫
∆z
Ωk dz , (3.5)
where ∆z denotes the region of z values during the first oscillation for which eq. (3.4) is
satisfied.
Following [27] we can derive a lower bound of the produced particles by including only
the superhorizon modes, k < aoscHosc. Using eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we get
Xk =
∫
∆z
{
− k
2
a2m2φ
− ξ φ
2
osc
2M2pl
+ 2
[
3φ2osc
4M2pl
(
1
4
− ξ
)]
cos(2z)
}1/2
dz
≥ φosc
Mpl
√
ξ
2
∫
∆z
{
− 1− 1
3ξ
− 3
(
1− 1
4ξ
)
cos(2z)
}1/2
dz , (3.6)
where we have also used eq. (2.3) for Hosc. For ξ ≫ 1 we can discard the ξ−1 terms in the
wavy brackets of (3.6), which after performing the integral results in the occupation number
of χ particles on superhorizon scales as
nk ≈ exp
{√
ξ
2φosc
Mpl
}
, (3.7)
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in agreement with [27, 33]. For ξ ≫ 1 this clearly is an exponentially large quantity provided
that φosc ∼Mpl. The variance of χ particles after the first inflaton oscillation then reads1
〈χ2〉osc ≈
∫ aoscHosc
0
d|k|k2nk
2pi2a3osc
√
ξRosc
∼
(
Hosc
2pi
)2 2 exp{√ξ 2φoscMpl
}
3
√
3ξ
. (3.8)
Note that the amplification of superhorizon modes is a consequence of the coherently
oscillating inflaton background which is nearly the same in each causal patch, hence there is
no violation of causality [46, 47]. From (3.8) we see that the spectrum of the generated χ
particles scales as Pχ ∝ k3 and peaks around the horizon scale.
We reiterate that generation of the large variance (3.8) for a non-minimally coupled
scalar χ relies on two conditions. First, the bare mass of the χ particle must be small at
the onset of inflaton oscillations, m2 ≪ ξH2osc, so that the tachyonic amplification may take
place. Second, our analysis assumes the χ field is energetically subdominant during reheating
ρχ ≪ 3H2M2pl. If ξ is large enough, this condition could be violated by the tachyonic
production of χ particles. However, in this case ρχ ∼ 3H2M2pl which leads to overproduction
of cold dark matter if the χ particles become non-relativistic before the matter radiation
equality which always happens for m & 10−3 eV, see Section 4. Therefore, for m & 10−3 eV
the tachyonic generation of χ particles can never violate the energy condition ρχ ≪ 3H2M2pl
in the observationally viable regime.
The results given above were obtained assuming the χ field has no non-gravitational
interactions. Adding a self-interaction term λχ4 to the model would not change the results
provided that λ〈χ2〉 ≪ ξR during the tachyonic phase. Using the case of quadratic inflation
as an example, Hosc ∼ 1013GeV and φosc ∼ 0.3Mpl, we then find from eq. (3.8) that for
ξ . 10−3 the self-interactions can be neglected for λ ≪ 10−2. Larger self-couplings would
not necessarily remove the tachyonic growth but the instability bands and growth rates could
significantly deviate from the results given above, see [48] for a related discussion. Similarly,
an eventual direct coupling to the inflaton g2φ2χ2 would not affect the tachyonic amplification
if g2φ2 ≪ ξR, which for Hosc ∼ 1013GeV and φosc ∼ 0.3Mpl gives g2 ≪ ξ · 10−10. As the
inflaton eventually decays into visible matter, additional model-dependent conditions could
follow from our requirement that χ particles should not thermalise with the visible matter.
4 Dark matter abundance
Assuming that non-gravitational interactions of the χ field can be neglected, the particles
generated by the tachyonic instability are stable and constitute a dark matter component.
The amount of particles generated in each Hubble patch is determined by the local value φosc
of the inflaton field at the onset of oscillations according to eq. (3.8). Assuming there were
no isocurvature perturbations present at the end of inflation, φosc has a uniform value and
hence the number of χ particles generated in each patch is the same. Indeed, for adiabatic
perturbations each Hubble patch undergoes exactly the same expansion history but with
shifted time coordinates. Even though χ was never in thermal equilibrium with the visible
matter the generated dark matter component is adiabatic.
1Note that in deriving this result we have treated the inflaton amplitude φosc as a constant over the first
oscillation and hence neglected a non-exponential contribution 〈χ2〉 ∼ H2, i.e. standard particle production
due to a smooth spacetime expansion [45]. This is justified in the limit
√
ξφosc/Mpl ≫ 1 where the tachyonic
production dominates, in the opposite case eq. (3.8) should be regarded as a rough order of magnitude
estimate which however suffices for our current purposes.
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Neglecting the production of χ particles after the first inflaton oscillation and accounting
only for superhorizon modes we find from eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) a lower limit for their number
density
nχ ≃
(aosc
a
)3 H3osc
6pi2
exp
{√
ξ
2φosc
Mpl
}
. (4.1)
The tachyonic instability follows from the dominance of the negative mass squared contri-
bution in the dispersion relation (3.2). Consequently, the excited modes are non-relativistic
at the time of their generation. Assuming they remain non-relativistic during the entire
reheating stage2, their energy density at the end of reheating treh is given by
ρrehχ = meff(treh)nχ(treh) ≃
(
aosc
areh
)9/2 √3ξH4osc
6pi2
exp
{√
ξ
2φosc
Mpl
}
. (4.2)
Here we have used that meff =
√
3ξHosc(aosc/a)
3/2 during the effectively matter dominated
period of inflaton oscillations.
With (4.2) we can check our previous assertion that the produced energy-density is
not gravitationally significant such that back reaction can safely be ignored. The largest
possible contribution is obtained with aosc = areh. For the example of chaotic inflation,
Hosc ∼ 1013GeV and φosc ∼ 0.3Mpl, this gives ρχ/(3M2plH2) < 10−3 for3 ξ < 103. We
note that this condition results in the same bound as demanding that the scalar curvature-
term in the Einstein-Hilbert action is dominant over the non-minimal coupling to curvature
RM2pl ≫ ξ2R〈χ2〉.
As the reheating is completed, the universe becomes radiation dominated and R = 0 (up
to a small contribution from conformal anomaly neglected for this discussion). The curvature
induced χ mass vanishes and the particles become relativistic. Their energy density then
starts to scale as
ρχ = ρ
reh
χ
(areh
a
)4
. (4.3)
Eventually the kinetic energies redshift below the bare massm and the particles again become
non-relativistic. Let us estimate when this happens.
If there are only gravitational interactions between χ particles they will effectively not
scatter off each other. The momentum space distribution (3.7) preserves its shape but may
get shifted as the effective mass changes. We may thus rewrite the energy density (4.3) in
the form
ρχ =
1
a4
∫ kmax
0
d|k|k3nk
2pi2
=
k4max
8pi2a4
exp
(
2
√
ξφosc
Mpl
)
. (4.4)
The maximum wavenumber kmax is determined by taking the limit a = areh and comparing
the result to eq. (4.2)
kmax ∼ ξ1/8aoscHosc
(
Hreh
Hosc
)1/12
. (4.5)
We may then estimate that after the end of reheating the χ particles remain relativistic
until kmax/a ∼ m after which their energy density scales as ρχ ∝ a−3. Using eqs. (4.2), (4.3)
2The χ particles could become relativistic already before the end of reheating if k/a ∼ aoscHosc/a < meff
which implies Hreh . Hosc(3ξ)
−3/2. Here we do not consider this possibility.
3In the mass range m > 10−3eV where the χ particles constitute cold dark matter at recombination time,
eq. (4.8) below yields the bound ξ . 1600 to avoid overproduction of dark matter. Even for the maximum
value ξ ∼ 1600 we still get ρχ/(3M2plH2) . 0.2.
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and (4.5) we get for the energy density at late times a > anr the result
ρχ =
(
anr
a
)3(areh
anr
)4(aosc
areh
)9/2 √3ξH4osc
6pi2
exp
{√
ξ
2φosc
Mpl
}
(4.6)
=
ξ3/8√
3
(
T
Treh
)3(Hosc
Hreh
)3/4 mH3reh
2pi2
exp
{√
ξ
2φosc
Mpl
}
, T <
Trehm
Hrehξ1/8
(
Hreh
Hosc
)1/4
.
From the last condition we see that the χ particles become non-relativistic above the CMB
temperature TCMB ∼ 0.3 eV provided that m & ξ1/8(Treh/Mpl)(Hosc/Hreh)1/4 eV. The non-
observation of primordial gravitational waves constrains the inflationary scale from above
Hinf . 10
14 GeV [49]. Therefore, using Hosc < Hinf we find that for m & 10
−3 eV the χ
particles always constitute a cold dark matter component at photon decoupling, assuming
the reheating process was relatively fast, Hreh & 0.01Hosc.
For adiabatic perturbations, φosc,Hosc and Treh have the same values in each Hubble
patch. From eq. (4.6) we then obtain δρχ/ρχ = 3δT/T . Comparing this with perturbations
of the radiation component δργ/ργ = 4δT/T we find
δρχ
ρχ
− 3
4
δργ
ργ
= 0 , (4.7)
showing that there are no isocurvature perturbations between the χ field and radiation.
Therefore, the tachyonically produced χ particles indeed constitute an adiabatic dark matter
component, provided there was no isocurvature perturbation present at the end of inflation.
Substituting the present photon temperature T0 = 2.725 K in eq. (4.6) we find the dark
matter abundance comprised by the non-relativistic χ particles today
Ωχh
2
0.12
≃ ξ3/8
( m
10GeV
)( g∗,reh
106.75
)3/2 ( Treh
1015GeV
)3(Hosc
Hreh
)3/4
exp
(
2
√
ξφosc
Mpl
)
. (4.8)
This is the main result of this work. Here g∗,reh denotes the effective number of relativistic
degrees of freedom at reheating, Treh is the reheating temperature and Hosc and φosc de-
note the Hubble rate and inflaton amplitude at the end of inflation and onset of inflaton
oscillations.
5 Observational constraints
For ΛCDM the best fit value of the dark matter abundance today is [2]
ΩCDMh
2 ≃ 0.12 . (5.1)
From eq. (4.8) we see that gravitationally generated χ particles may easily constitute a
sizeable fraction of the observed dark matter. In fact, their energy density might even exceed
the observed dark matter abundance which yields an upper limit for the allowed mass m and
non-minimal coupling ξ.
As a concrete example, let us consider chaotic inflation with a quadratic potential
V (φ) = (1/2)m2φφ
2 both during and after inflation. In this case the Hubble rate at the
end of slow roll inflation and onset of inflaton oscillations is Hosc ∼ 1013 GeV. From eq.
(3.2) we then see that tachyonic generation of χ particles occurs for masses m . 1013GeV
and again for the inflaton value at the peak of the first oscillation we use φosc ∼ 0.3Mpl
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Figure 1. In the left panel, we plot the allowed and excluded regions for the mass of the χ field
as a function of the non-minimal coupling ξ for Hosc = Hreh = 10
13GeV. In the right panel, we
plot Ωχ/ΩCDM today as a function of the non-minimal coupling varying the masses and the scale of
reheating as m = 10−5GeV, m = 10−8GeV and Hreh = Hosc, Hreh = 10
−2Hosc, respectively. The red
region is excluded by the dark matter abundance (5.1).
[50]. Using these input values in (4.8) and assuming instant reheating temperature with
Treh = [(g∗,rehpi
2/30)−13H2rehM
2
pl]
1/4 (with the effective number of degrees of freedom close
to the SM value g∗,reh = 106.75) we obtain the results depicted in Fig. 1. Clearly, requiring
that the energy density of χ particles does not exceed the observed dark matter abundance,
Ωχ 6 ΩDM, we find a relatively stringent constraint on the mass m and non-minimal coupling
ξ. For ξ ∼ 1 the χmass must be in the rangem . 10−1 GeV and the bound gets exponentially
tighter as ξ is increased. If reheating is not instantaneous, the bounds get alleviated as seen
in the left-hand-side of Fig. 1.
While the results shown in Fig. 1 hold for the specific example of quadratic inflation,
the constraints remain qualitatively similar for more generic setups as well. In particular,
our main result eq. (4.8) only assumes that the inflaton potential can be approximated by
a quadratic form near its minimum during reheating. Apart from this constraint eq. (4.8)
applies for any form of the inflaton potential. Changing the potential effectively amounts
to changing the values of φosc, Hosc and Hreh. As can be seen in eq. (4.8), lowering the
inflationary scale and reheating temperature both decrease the energy density of χ particles
and therefore alleviate the constraints on m and ξ.
6 Conclusions
Non-minimal couplings of scalar fields to spacetime curvature can be of crucial importance
in the very early universe. For interacting scalars, such couplings are inevitably generated
at one loop level in curved space. In particular, the stability of the SM vacuum both during
inflation and at reheating crucially depends on the Higgs non-minimal coupling.
In this work we have shown that curvature couplings may also play a key role in dark
matter generation. We found that gravitational particle production of non-minimally coupled
spectator scalars at reheating may constitute a significant dark matter component. For single
field inflation, the produced dark matter is adiabatic even if the spectator fields never were
in thermal equilibrium with visible matter.
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The mechanism is based on the generic feature that the curvature scalar becomes nega-
tive around minima of the potential of the oscillating inflaton field. This generates tachyonic
mass terms m2 ∼ ξR for non-minimally coupled spectator scalars and leads to explosive
particle production. If the produced scalar particles are sufficiently decoupled from visible
matter they constitute a dark matter component. Moreover, if perturbations at the time of
reheating are adiabatic, the reheating physics and the number of gravitationally produced
particles is the same in each horizon patch. Therefore, dark matter produced by the mecha-
nism is adiabatic.
We concentrated on the simplest possible setup with a single non-minimally coupled
spectator scalar χ with no non-gravitational interactions. In this case we found that the
gravitational particle production can easily match the observed abundance of dark matter
and even exceed it. The observed abundance ΩCDMh
2 ≃ 0.12 therefore implies an upper
bound on the scalar mass m and the non-minimal coupling value ξ.
For example, assuming quadratic inflaton m2φφ
2, with the Hubble scale at the onset of
reheating given by Hosc ∼ 1013 GeV, we find that masses in the range m & 0.1 GeV are
excluded by dark matter overproduction for ξ & 1. It would be interesting to investigate
structure formation constraints on this type of dark matter particles which, in the absence of
non-gravitational interactions, will retain the out of equilibrium distribution formed by the
tachyonic generation process.
While we have considered the simplest case with only one spectator scalar, the results
can be straightforwardly extended to more generic setups with several weakly interacting
spectator scalars. Finally, we note that if there are non-adiabatic perturbations at the time
of reheating the number of gravitationally produced particles will in general vary over different
horizon patches. This would lead to generation of isocurvature dark matter which is heavily
constrained by observations.
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